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Dear Parents/ Carers 
 
We have recently introduced and/or re-invigorated several methods for helping the children to develop 

good reading habits. We want our pupils to become experienced readers: that is young people who 

see themselves as readers; who are discerning about what they like; who are adventurous in their 

choice of reading material; are motivated to read widely and constantly. Our practice in school is 

constantly evolving as we search for the way to ensure we give the greatest number of pupils the best 

chance possible of developing these habits. We’re not there yet but you can assume we will not rest 

on our laurels.  

The benefits of good reading habits are indisputable. As a head teacher, on a daily basis, I see 

evidence of the strong link between reading and engagement with school; between reading and 

learning; between reading and self-discipline; between reading and an interest in the world we live in 

and the people we encounter. One area of our practice we are looking to develop further is something 

we call ‘Book Talk,’ which has us drawing on the research of Aidan Chambers in his book ‘Tell me.’ I 

am sharing my thoughts on this with you now because you may find it useful for when you are talking 

about a book with your own children.  

Aidan Chambers’ approach is effectively a method for encouraging a ‘growth mindset’ in readers. He 

calls anyone who always sticks to the same kind of book as flat-earthers (ie people displaying a fixed 

mindset). They avoid exploring the world of books predominantly because of fear: the fear of 

boredom, of difficulty and of exhaustion. Book Talk then is about encouraging pupils not just to talk 

but talk well about books and hence to break through that fear barrier. It is about encouraging the part 

that talk plays in the lives of discriminating, thoughtful, pleasure seeking readers. When Aidan 

Chambers and his colleagues carried out research into these kinds of readers- there emerged several 

common denominators. Firstly these readers were affected by other readers who they respected, 

about what these other readers thought of books and how they spoke about the books they had read. 

They were also affected by what they themselves said to others about books. One 8 year old called 

Sarah said, ‘We don’t know what we think about a book until we’ve talked about it.’ In other words the 

process of becoming an experienced reader is very often a social process: our talking about books 

gives us the energy, information and impetus to explore beyond.  

Aidan Chambers listened closely to what went on when experienced readers talked about books. 

They discovered that even experienced readers often initially skirt around deep discussions about 

meaning until they had heard what their friends had to say about likes and dislikes. The starting point 

of most discussions are quite ‘surface level’ and meaning only gradually emerges from the 

conversation—it is discovered, negotiated, made and arrived at organically. We try to re-create this in 

Book Talk by avoiding asking the question, ‘Why’, and instead saying ‘Tell me..’ ‘Why’ is rather 

examinational and children end up trying to play ‘guess what is in the adult’s head’ rather than 

expressing their own thoughts. ‘Tell me’ on the other hand suggests a desire for collaboration and 

indicates the adult really does want to know what you think. It anticipates dialogue rather than 

interrogation. We then work hard as teachers to hold ourselves back; to keep as quiet as possible and 

so allow the pupils to develop their dialogue about the book naturally and without our intervention. In 

this respect Book Talk’ feels very much like Philosophy for Children but with a book. As with P4C it is 

particularly critical that each response is valued. This is about personal response to a book: there is 

no one answer and there is no one answer better than the next. 

I hope you find some of this useful and some of you go forth reinvigorated to talk about books with 

your children. I have attached at the bottom here some guidance about Book Talk that you might be 



interested in. I will put this on the school website also. I have also attached our guidance about how 

we can work together to help your children to become confident, experienced readers.  

N Moss 

Head teacher 

News 

Last week our year 1/2's from Indigo class attended an inter-sports event at Nailsworth Primary 

School.  They competed against other local schools in some very interesting new games.  A good 

time was had by all despite the grim weather!  Mr Ricketts was incredibly impressed with the 

sportsmanship shown by his class.  Many of them were seen to be congratulating the victors from 

other schools and cheering them on!  We would like to thank all the volunteer parents and 

grandparents who accompanied us to the event!  Other KS1 classes will be attending similar events 

later this year.                                

                                                                                                                                        By Mr Ricketts 

On the 11th of January a group of 29 children went to Young Voices, held at the LG arena in 

Birmingham. It was an amazing experience. It wasn’t all about the singing but also about the dance 

moves! We saw lots of performers, such as Urban Strides (an extremely impressive dance group) and 

Laura Wright, who sang the rugby world cup anthem and Tom Billington who wrote a special song for 

all schools called ‘Hyper.’  

                                                                                                                       By Laura Hands and Olivia Ascough 

In School Council we have been talking about possible changes in school; all of them put forward by 

pupils in their class meetings. There are several propositions we are discussing in detail, including 

class pets, opportunities at breaktime and a lunchtime ‘shop’ run by children. School Council is our 

way of representing the children’s ideas and behaving democratically.                       

Information 

We have had a problem with head lice in one class recently. Please see below our guidance:  

Please regularly check your children’s heads for head lice. If you find any the recommended treatment 
is the wet combing method, which avoids the use of chemicals: 

 Wash your child's hair using a normal shampoo. 

 Use plenty of ordinary conditioner to make the hair slippery so the lice will lose their grip. 

 Comb your child's hair with a normal comb, then with a nit comb. Start at the root of the hair 
and go all the way along to the ends. Check the comb for lice after each stroke and clean it 
if any are there. Keep combing over the whole head for at least 30 minutes. 

 Rinse their hair, and comb it through again. 

 Do the whole thing again four times over the next two weeks. The rule is carry on until you 
haven’t seen any full-grown lice for three sessions. 

The NHS website has further information: 
  
www.nhs.uk/livewell/childhealth6-15/Pages/Nits.aspx 
  
If you do not have access to the internet or would like further advice please see our First Aid Co-
ordinator, Tigz O'Malley, at school. 
 

For future events and for a whole range of information about the school and its workings, 

please refer to the school website. 

http://www.nhs.uk/livewell/childhealth6-15/Pages/Nits.aspx


Minchinhampton Academy 

Reading Guidance 

How we can work together: 

Our reading offer: 

We will:- 

Read to them; 

Teach them phonics; 

Take them through the reading scheme; 

Teach them to read using 1:1 reading, guided reading and shared reading in class; 

Encourage them in their personal response to reading through Book Talk; 

Provide them with excellent book choices in class (see also core book lists); 

Provide them with an excellent library; 

Employ our librarian to promote reading and aid them with their book choices; 

Hold Book Weeks each year to promote reading; 

Encourage them to become experienced readers; 

Develop their personal response to their reading through use of reading journals; 

Provide parents with guidance and advice re reading with their child. 

How you can help: 

Please:- 

Help them with their letters and sounds work 3 x a week; 

Listen to them read and sign their reading records at least 4x a week; 

Read to them/ enjoy books with them regularly; 

Once they have become independent readers (up to the end of Year 4):- 

Monitor and sign their reading records at least 4x a week. 

Discuss with them/ help them complete their reading journals 1x a week. 

For independent readers (up to the end of Year 6):- 

Monitor and sign their link books at least 1x a week. 

Discuss with them/ help them complete their reading journals 1x a week. 

 

 



Minchinhampton Academy 

Reading Toolkit  

The Language of Book Talk : Pointers 1-10 
 
When looking to encourage your child in their reading habits and to become an adventurous, 
enthusiastic reader, it is very important to talk about books. 
 
If a child has a good reading habit, one which means they read broadly and enthusiastically, they will 
learn not only the skills they need to be a strong reader, but also the motivation and many of the skills 
needed to be a strong learner. 
 
Ironically many of the questions we may ask a child in the context of a reading comprehension, can 
demotivate them when used to talk about books.  
 
1. Stop asking why 

The word ‘why’ is slightly aggressive and examinational. It also gives children no scaffold or starting 

point for answering the question. The children will end up playing ‘guess what is in the adult’s head’ 

instead of putting their own opinion forward. 

2. Instead say: ‘Tell Me’ 

Firstly ‘tell me’ stops us saying why. Most importantly it suggests a desire for collaboration/ for 

sharing. It indicates the adult really wants to know what you think. It anticipates dialogue rather than 

interrogation. 

3. Hold back 

Book talk involves saying yourself, saying to others, saying together (discussion) and saying the new 

(revelatory). Pupils must be given the opportunity to talk without you giving even a clue to your 

opinion.  

4. All responses must be honoured 

5. Do ask ‘How do you know that?’ 

Do this to ensure the discussion stays centred to the text, not on say their imagination or general 

knowledge. 

6. Patience and time and keep holding back – if you feel the discussion beginning to go on the 

wane- know that it will pick up again.  

7. Basic questions 

‘Tell me what you liked’ 

What especially caught your attention? What would you have liked more of? What made you want to 

read on? 

‘Tell me what you disliked’ 

Were there parts that bored you? Did you skip any parts? If you gave up where did you stop and what 

stopped you? 

‘Tell me about any puzzles’ 



Was there anything you didn’t understand? Anything that puzzled you?  

‘Tell me about any patterns’ 

Can you find any connections between one part of the text and another? Any connections in the 

language, motifs, events, characters, symbols? 

8. General questions 

When you saw the book, what kind of book did you think it was? What made you think this? Now 

you have read it, was it as you expected? 

Have you read other books like this? How similar/ how different? 

Have you read this book before? Was it different this time? Notice anything more this time? Like it 

more/ less? Would you recommend others read it more than once? 

When you were reading it, were there any words or phrases that you particularly liked or didn’t 

like? Anything special about language used? 

If the writer asked you how to improve the book, what would you say? 

Has anything that happened in the book ever happened to you? Which parts seem most true to 

life? Did the book make you feel differently about your own experience?  

Could you see the story happening in your imagination? What helped? Which bits most vivid? 

How many different stories (kinds of stories) can you find in this one story? Was this a story 

you read quickly or slowly?  

What will you tell your friends about this book? Which bit won’t you tell them so as not to spoil it? 

Who would most like it? Who should read it? How present to them? 

Have you been surprised by anything that anyone else said? What struck you most? Have they 

changed your mind in any way? 

What is the most important thing about the book when you think about it now? 

Does anyone know anything about the writer or how this story came to be written? 

9. Specific Questions  

How long did it take for the story to happen? 

Are there parts which took a long time to happen but were told quickly (and visa versa)? 

Where did the story happen? 

Which character interested you the most? 

Was there anyone not mentioned but without whom the story couldn’t have happened? 

Who was narrating the story? How do we know? 

Thinking of yourself as a spectator, through whose eyes did you see the story? Did this 

change as the story progressed? 



Did we get to know how the characters were feeling? Was this through being told directly; 

through how they behaved or what they said? 

10. Where appropriate sum up what people have said, but without giving away your opinion—hold 

back! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


